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and manners quite foreign to the world in which the modern
traditional forms move". In these modern versions, both
Scandinavian and American, the killer is a fanner who waters
his horses, quarrels meanly with his brother, leaves farm
animals in his will and takes refuge in cowardly flight. There
has, therefore, been a degeneration which has happened
independently in Scandinavia and Great Britain. "Since no
trace of the ballad's earlier courtly form has been found in
Scandinavia, and since the ballad seems relatively well-
established in English tradition we must conclude that it
passed from Scotland or England to Scandinavia."
"Lord Thomas and Fair Annet" (73), the other example I
shall discuss, has not had such careful treatment from any
scholar. This ballad has parallel versions both in France.
("Les Tristes Noces") and in Scandinavia ("Herr Peder and
Little Kirsten").25 The story is about a young man who
gives up his true love to marry another girl. The forsaken
lover turns up at his wedding richly dressed, and both she
and the young man die of love. In discussing the ballad's
possible place of origin, scholars of three countries have shown
some unconscious nationalist bias. Grundtvig thought that it
originated in Scandinavia and that the Anglo-Scottish versions
were offshoots; he doesn't discuss the French. Doncieux
considered that the French was the original, that the Anglo-
Scottish derived from the French, and the Scandinavian from
the Anglo-Scottish. Gerould, on the other hand, says: "It
seems probable that the ballad migrated from Great Britain
to the North, there to undergo one set of variations, and
again to France where it suffered another transformation.
In other words the evidence points to diffusion from a British
source."261 cannot agree with Gerould's conclusions, and even
his description of the ballad seems to me to be inaccurate.
In Great Britain, there is no one ballad of "Lord Thomas",
but two main "families" of versions: the first is represented
by Child, E, F, H, I, and by three versions collected by Greig
in Aberdeenshire; and the second family is represented by
Child D, G, and B, by one of Greig's, and by all the modern
versions which have been collected in England and America.

